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Whatever challenges a company or organization may face:

LEADERSHIP IS THE SOLUTION.

COSTS TOO HIGH 

INEFFICIENT PROCESSES

MISSING DEADLINES

TEAM DISPUTES

LEADERS MUST GET THEM UNDER CONTROL

LEADERS MUST GUIDE REVISIONS

LEADERS MUST GET THE TEAM ON TRACK

LEADERS MUST DEESCALATE AND BE THE PEACEMAKER
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LAWS OF COMBAT MINDSETS FOR VICTORY

WHAT WE TEACH | EXTREME OWNERSHIP LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES

COVER AND MOVE 
 TEAMWORK - BREAKING DOWN SILOS
 IF THE TEAM FAILS, EVERYONE FAILS
 RELATIONSHIPS ARE PARAMOUNT

SIMPLE 
 IF PEOPLE DON’T UNDERSTAND, THEY CAN’T EXECUTE
 COMMUNICATION: SIMPLE, CLEAR, CONCISE

PRIORITIZE AND EXECUTE
 YOU MUST DETACH FROM THE SITUATION
 RELAX  LOOK AROUND MAKE A CALL

DECENTRALIZED COMMAND
 EVERYONE LEADS | EVERYONE MUST UNDERSTAND NOT JUST 

WHAT THEY ARE DOING BUT WHY
 DON’T WAIT FOR ORDERS, LEAD

DEFAULT: AGGRESSIVE or DEFUALT: ACTION
 MAKE THINGS HAPPEN | MOVE FAST |SEIZE INITIATIVE
 MITIGATE RISK AND SOLVE PROBLEMS

INNOVATE AND ADAPT 
 BATTLEFEILD CHANGES AND NEW TACTICS EMERGE
 TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES, STAY AHEAD OF COMPETITION

HUMILITY: CHECK YOUR EGO
 YOU MUST SELF-ASSESS SO YOU CAN IMPROVE
 EGO IS THE #1 KILLER IN COMBAT, IN BUSINESS, AND IN LIFE

DISCIPLINE = FREEDOM
 BEING DISCIPLINED WITH HIGH STANDARDS LEADS TO MORE 

FREEDOM: FLEXIBILITY, AGILITY, AND SPEED OF ACTION

EXTREME OWNERSHIP: YOU MUST OWN EVERYTHING IN YOUR WORLD THAT AFFECTS THE MISSION; EVERY SUCCESS, EVERY 
FAILURE, EVERY PROBLEM, AND EVERY SOLUTION. YOU MUST COMMIT TO LEADING UP AND DOWN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND
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OUR MISSION
Echelon Front’s mission is to educate, 
train, mentor, and inspire LEADERS and 
organizations to overcome challenges, 
seize opportunities, and achieve total 
victory. 

Utilizing lessons learned and proven in 
combat, we help LEADERS develop the 
core ACTIONS and MINDSETS necessary 
to tackle issues including strategy, 
execution, safety and risk mitigation, 
mission planning, innovation, team 
building, and crisis management 
strategies, and cultural transformation.

ECHELON: Any unit or group acting in a disciplined or organized manner. 
FRONT: The forward line of battle. 
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Leadership  
Consulting

In-Person Training Virtual Training 
Services

Experiential 
Training

Echelon Front offers practical, experience-based solutions to complex problems based on leadership lessons learned in the 
military and the private sector. Using our vast experience with dynamic leadership challenges, we connect those lessons to 
both business and life so our clients can apply them immediately. We don’t teach theory learned in a classroom. We offer a 
wide range of unique, customized, and personalized services designed to get your team executing at the highest level 
possible. 

ECHELON FRONT SERVICES

Leadership Development 
and Alignment Program 

(LDAP)

Pages 7-11

On-Site Training –
Half-Day, Full-Day and Multi-

Day Workshops

Keynote Presentations

Pages 13-18

Webinars and Virtual 
Workshops

Virtual Keynote 
Presentations

Virtual Training Platform
(Extreme Ownership 

Academy)

Pages 19-27

Field Training Exercise (FTX)

Battlefield Review

Extreme Ownership MUSTER       
2-day Conference

Pages 29-39

Supplemental Information | Case Studies, Team Bios and more | Pages 41-50
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LEADERSHIP CONSULTING
• Leadership Development and Alignment Program (LDAP)

• Program Overview and Components
• Organizational Leadership Assessments
• Strategic Advising
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND ALIGNMENT PROGRAM (LDAP)

RESULTS: A nucleus for building a culture of ownership in your organization. These outcome and metric-based programs provide clients 
with an extensive knowledge of the principles and application of Extreme Ownership, immense personal and professional growth as 
leaders, and organizational and individual implementation plans for improvement and sustainment. It’s the most practical leadership 
training in the market today. We build custom programs that fit each organization’s unique context and learning objectives. These 
programs transform large groups of leaders, managers, and frontline employees by connecting Extreme Ownership leadership principles 
to the daily challenges your organization faces. We work with clients by utilizing a variety of building blocks to create the right solutions 
and ensure lasting impact by helping to tie these solutions to the enduring effect.

OVERVIEW: Leadership Development and Alignment Programs are highly interactive engagements that match clients with a 
dedicated team of Leadership Instructors. Instructors work with clients in large groups, small teams, and individuals to identify and 
address the organization’s most pressing leadership challenges. Each program is co-created and customized with Echelon Front and
the client and built to meet specific needs and objectives. Programs range from 3 months – 24 months and can incorporate training 
sessions with any and every level of leadership within an organization. LDAP clients have full access to individual and team 
assessments, workbooks, our web-based training platform, one-on-one coaching and advising, and the EF “Tank,” which taps into the 
collective knowledge of the entire EF team, including Jocko. 

Programs are comprised of four phases:

DESIGN ASSESSMENT IMPLEMENTATION SUSTAINMENT
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Leadership Assessments
EF assesses organizational health and creates alignment around what needs to 
change to unlock growth. Sound diagnostic expertise – coupled with strong 
interpersonal coaching – transforms teams, creates a culture of performance, 
and positions companies for high performance and positions companies for 
high achievement. These can be run as organizational, individual, or 360 
assessments, all centered around the principles of Extreme Ownership. 

Instructor-led Training, In-Person or Virtual Options 
In-person and virtual training options introduce key leadership principles 
through engaging workshops/webinars utilizing practical application exercises, 
role play scenarios, fire team immediate action drills, and open Q&A sessions. 
Generates excitement and provides a common language to discuss 
leadership challenges and principles to apply in order to solve problems. 

Leadership Sustainment Training
This interactive program is designed to train individuals or small teams through 
a detailed, multi-tiered certification program. Using the expertise of EF Senior 
Instructors and the vast resources of Extreme Ownership Academy, leaders 
can train and certify to facilitate and eventually teach the principles taught 
initially by EF. This critical process allows companies to continue a self-sustaining 
leadership culture long after the engagement with EF has been completed. 

Co-creation of Leadership Development Programs
We provide thought partnership to integrate Extreme Ownership leadership 
principles into existing leadership development programs or completely new 
training programs. Using the framework of EF’s Leadership Development Model, 
we can support from the instructional design phase through the 
implementation of these highly transformative programs. 

Leadership Coaching and Strategic Advising

Sessions with EF Instructors will enable personalized growth, development, and 
live problem-solving of leadership challenges. During our engagements, 
Executive teams will have access to EF instructors for regular checkpoints. 
Team-wide advising programs foster seismic shifts for both individuals and 
organizations.

Web-Based Training – ExtremeOwnership.com
A scalable, cost-effective model that provides 24-7 access to EF content and 
leadership instructors. The training includes video lessons, role playing 
exercises, quizzes, self-reflection exercises, downloadable tools, among 
others. The courses are pragmatic, applicable, and geared toward every 
level of leadership. When applied, these lessons will make your people better 
leaders and change the culture of your organization. 

LDAP | Program Components
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OVERVIEW: EF assesses organizational health and creates 
alignment around what needs to change to unlock growth. Sound 
diagnostic expertise – coupled with strong interpersonal coaching 
– transforms teams and creates a culture of ownership.

EF utilizes a proprietary leadership assessment tool to identify areas 
of growth for individuals and teams. The assessment determines 
where organizations effectively implement Extreme Ownership 
Leadership principles and where there is room for improvement. An 
organization’s score is then compared to the EF Client baseline, 
which includes thousands of entries across dozens of industries. 

The EF team will also utilize the data from the assessment tool to 
identify focus areas for teams and provide recommendations for 
how to improve. A simple, actionable assessment report and tool 
to accelerate leadership development across your organization.

RESULTS: Increased organizational assessment of leadership ability, 
gaps, and areas for improvement. A simple, synthesized list of 
recommendations to work towards greater team and individual 
leadership performance. The initial output serves as a baseline, and 
subsequent pulse surveys provide organizational leadership and EF 
Instructors a quantitative view of the program’s impact.

Assessment 
Report

Organizational 
Assessment

LDAP | Organizational Leadership Assessments
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This service is offered as a part of our Leadership Development and Alignment 
Programs (LDAP). We do not currently offer stand-alone strategic advising or 
executive coaching services. 

OVERVIEW: Individual and small group coaching sessions with EF instructors enable 
personalized growth, development, and application of the principles of Extreme 
Ownership to overcome leadership challenges. Initial sessions are structured to 
quickly get the EF Instructor familiar with your company, organizational and 
positional friction, and focus areas for leadership development. 
In most engagements, EF utilizes our proprietary leadership assessment tool to 
identify areas of growth for individuals. Organizations can use the assessment for 
both individual and 360-degree evaluation. Results of the 360-degree survey provide 
objective insight into leaders’ hidden strengths, weaknesses, and blind spots. The 
results are used during strategic advising sessions with leaders to focus conversations 
and increase self-awareness, a critical skill in the most influential leaders in combat 
and business.

RESULTS: Strategic advising identifies gaps and areas for improvement in leadership 
skills. It provides a simple, synthesized list of recommendations to work towards 
greater individual leadership performance and improved execution by the team. 
The client will also gain experience and knowledge by applying the principles of 
Extreme Ownership with real-time feedback from our experienced EF Instructors.

LDAP | Strategic Advising
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IN-PERSON TRAINING
• On-Site Training - Workshops
• Keynote Presentations
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ON-SITE TRAINING - WORKSHOPS

OVERVIEW: Workshops are customized shorter-duration events designed to launch the implementation of Extreme Ownership 
principles or reinforce an already underway implementation. We work with each client to build training tailored to their needs and 
identify the key concepts and principles for each specific group of attendees. Workshops may incorporate a blend of presentation, 
interactive discussions, Q&A, practical application exercises, and breakout sessions as needed. 

RESULTS: Granular understanding of the fundamental leadership principles of Extreme Ownership, specific skill (e.g., having tough 
conversations) building through experiential learning activities, and creation of a detailed personal and team implementation plan. 

Half-Day Workshop Full Day Workshop Multi-Day WorkshopCombined Keynote 
and Half Day Workshop 

Duration: 4 Hours

Brief: 
75 Minutes

Practical Application Exercises: 
75 Minutes

Interactive Discussion/Q&A: 
60 Minutes

Duration: 7 Hours

Brief: 
2 Hours

Practical Application Exercises: 
2.5 Hours

Interactive Discussion/Q&A: 
90 minutes

Custom-designed program to 
maximize training across 

varying levels of leadership 
within an organization. We can 
also customize training sessions 

to include the Baseline 
Organizational Assessment and 
added Strategic Advising while 

onsite to provide training. 
Specific Scope of Work will be 

provided to clients seeking 
customized options. 

Duration: 7 Hours

Keynote Presentation: 90 Minutes
60 Minute Brief and 30 Minute Q&A

*Keynote is typically open to a larger 
audience within an organization

Half Day Workshop with selected 
group within an organization:

4 Hours 
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ON-SITE TRAINING – WORKSHOPS | AGENDA SAMPLE – Full-Day Session

TIME EVENT / TOPIC DETAILS

1200 – 1230 Lunch

OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES
0800 – 0920 Combat Leadership Detailed introduction of the 4 Laws of 

Combat and Mindsets for Victory
Introduce key Extreme Ownership leadership 
principles that will be discussed during workshop  

0930 – 1000 Q&A Interactive session for attendees to ask 
clarifying questions relevant to Combat 
Leadership brief

Translate principles to specific challenges 
individuals and teams are currently facing –

1000 – 1200 Deep dive into
Laws of Combat

Breakout session to identify areas of need for 
application of EO principles

Tie principles to challenges new managers will face 
and start the discussion around direct application

1500 – 1530 Wrap-Up Closing thoughts Call to action for attendees to OWN 

1400 – 1500 Self-Assessment 
Exercise

Individuals self-assess utilizing the EO 
Leadership Assessment tool

Identify individual areas of focus and specific 
actions toward improvement 

1230 – 1400 Practical application 
exercise: Laws of 
Combat In action

Breakout activity to highlight how the Laws of 
Combat are applied to an ambiguous 
problem set

Team building activity where challenges imposed 
by EF Instructors simulate real-world situations where 
attendees can build trust or lose credibility with 
their leadership

Continued discussions and engagements 
with instructor
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ON-SITE TRAINING – WORKSHOPS | Practical Application Exercises

BALANCE ASSESSMENT EXERCISE: Using the Extreme Ownership Balance Assessment Tool, 
participants assess themselves as leaders or followers based on Combat principles' Laws. Using a 
16-question survey that takes less than 10 minutes, each team member identifies areas for 
improvement, discusses them with their breakout group, and self-commits to one or two 
immediate actions they personally will take to improve their leadership balance.

In what is consistently described as one of the most powerful events of an onsite workshop, a few 
individuals share their actions with the group as the EF Instructor(s) facilitate feedback, helping 
the participant better understand how to communicate the issue. This interaction with the EF 
Instructor will often result in a live role play of the conversation where everyone will observe the 
application of Extreme Ownership to any scenario. Participants leave this session with specific 
practice on a real-world discussion they need to have. 

EXTREME OWNERSHIP IMPLEMENTATION EXERCISE: Participants are divided into six to 
eight-person breakout groups and tasked with answering two to three questions on each Law of 
Combat and Mindset. Addressing the questions requires introspection and humility for both the 
individual and the group. 
Following the breakout conversations, broader cross-team learning is facilitated as participants 
rejoin for a larger debrief and highlight the key takeaways from the breakout groups. The exercise 
is designed to help attendees learn to apply the principles from the workshop to the real-world 
challenges they face individually and collectively as a team.
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LAWS OF COMBAT IN ACTION EXERCISES: In addition to the presentation, assessment, and 
discussion, Echelon Front Leadership Instructors are trained and experienced in facilitating various 
hands-on practical application exercises. While the exercises are team-based, energetic, and fun for 
participants, they are not “team-building” events. 

These exercises test and reinforce the team’s understanding and application of the Extreme 
Ownership leadership principles through problem-solving, teamwork, and a debrief following the 
events.

THE BALL GAME

DUCT TAPE STRETCHER

BARRIERS TO EXTREME OWNERSHIP

IMMEDIATE ACTION DRILL

FIRE TEAM DISCUSSIONS

ROLE PLAY SCENERIOS
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS

OVERVIEW: Keynote Presentations deliver a 
memorable and lasting impact that inspires people to 
lead more effectively in both their professional and 
personal lives.

Presentations are 45-90-minute in length, can be 
customized to meet specific objectives, can include 
time for Q&A, and are delivered by an individual 
instructor or an Echelon Front team. The engaging 
presentation styles resonate with leaders in ANY 
capacity by creatively interweaving combat, 
professional, and personal stories with practical 
leadership concepts and principles.

RESULTS: Basic understanding of the fundamental 
leadership principles of Extreme Ownership and how 
attendees can apply these principles to current 
professional and personal challenges. 
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VIRTUAL TRAINING SERVICES
• Virtual Training Sessions

• Webinars
• Virtual Workshops
• Virtual Keynote Presentations

• Extreme Ownership Academy | Virtual Training Platform
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VIRTUAL TRAINING SESSIONS
OVERVIEW: When onsite instruction isn’t feasible, our Virtual Training Sessions deliver the same powerful lessons and the opportunity to 
engage directly with Echelon Front Instructors. Focused Virtual Training Sessions provide remote training tailored to client needs, 
concentrating on key concepts for each specific group of attendees. The instructors creatively interweave engaging combat, 
professional and personal stories with business examples to convey pragmatic leadership concepts and principles. Interactive 
webinars and virtual workshops identify the most pertinent subjects and create a granular understanding to apply these leadership 
principles to solve the most pressing problems. Single and Multi-Session Packages available. 

Platform: Video using preferred video teleconference provider

RESULTS: Provide a detailed understanding of Extreme Ownership's fundamental leadership principles and mindsets and the ability to 
employ the principles to lead teams at every level effectively. Virtual training sessions are highly engaging, and the content resonates 
with leaders in any capacity and at any level of leadership. These services will inspire people in your organization and give them tools 
and techniques to lead more effectively both in their professional and personal lives.

Webinar Virtual Workshop Virtual Keynote

Duration: 60-minutes or 90- minutes per session

Format: Standard webinar presentations 
include an introduction to our foundational 
principles or a specific topic presentation, plus 
an interactive Q&A session with webinar 
participants. Instructors will customize topics to 
meet the specific needs of your team.

Duration: 2 Hours

Format: Combined with the webinar 
presentation, the virtual workshop will include 
an implementation exercise that challenges 
attendees to identify and create an action 
plan to improve any challenge areas. 

Duration: 60 Minutes

Format: A remote keynote presentation 
consists of a 45-minute briefing focused on 
the foundational principles of Extreme 
Ownership and the fundamental 4 Laws of 
Combat. 
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Prioritize and Execute: Focusing on the Highest Priority
 Ensure company success is paramount
 Reprioritize as the information changes
 Detach from emotion before making decisions

Decentralized Command
 Simplify your mission statement and communicate broader strategic goals
 Define new decision-making parameters
 Engage the entire team to provide solutions
 Explain the why behind the implementation plan

Decisiveness Amid Uncertainty
 Accept there are no perfect solutions
 Determine the quality of information
 Iterative decision making (OODA Loop)

Creating Belief: Providing Reassurance and Focus
 Tell the truth and have tough conversations 
 Identify uncertainty and build plans 
 Layout strategic priorities and resource limitations
 Seek input on ways to innovate and adapt

Discipline Equals Freedom: Succeeding in a “Work From Home” Environment
• Build and share a schedule and priority list among the team
• Develop flexible time management processes
• Create Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) where needed

VIRTUAL TRAINING SESSIONS| Specialized Topics

Standard sessions focus on the foundational principles of Extreme Ownership, the four 
Laws of Combat and the Mindsets for Victory. Follow-on and focused presentations 
are customizable based on client needs and can include specialized topics such as:
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EXTREME OWNERSHIP ACADEMY

Extreme Ownership Academy takes the leadership principles taught 
by Echelon Front and packages them into a scalable, cost-effective 
model that provides our clients 24-7 access to EF leadership 
instructors. Bring the EF leadership principles to your organization for 
a fraction of the cost of bringing an Instructor on site.

The training includes video briefs, lessons, role play exercises, 
interactive decision-making scenarios, quizzes, self-reflection 
exercises, frequently asked questions, downloadable tools, and new 
training modules released on a consistent cadence.

Our Learning Management System (LMS) can directly tie into your 
organization’s system to allow for integrated tracking and reporting. 
Our modular and easy-to-navigate LMS system can enable users to 
take courses as many times as they like while reminding them of and 
reinforcing the leadership principles that high-performance teams 
demonstrate.

Most importantly, when applied, these lessons will make your people 
better leaders and change the culture of your organization. The 
courses are pragmatic, applicable, and geared toward every level 
of leadership, from the C-suite to the front lines.
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EXTREME OWNERSHIP ACADEMY| Components

Foundation Courses
Extreme Ownership 101 

Certification

Dive deeper into the 
principles of Extreme 
Ownership. 

• Increase knowledge and 
understanding to enable you to 
Lead and Win

• Application exercises to increase 
effective implementation with 
maximum impact

• Role play exercises 
demonstrating what to do and 
what NOT to do to be a good 
leader

• Review and revisit with frequency 
to increase knowledge and 
understanding

• Extreme Ownership 101 –
Certification Course (12 modules)

Live Weekly Sessions 
3-4 per week

Leadership Forum
The Brigade

Weekly Disciplines

Weekly LIVE webinar sessions. 
Engage directly with Jocko, 
Leif, and the Echelon Front 
Team in real time. 

• Ask questions and get answers
• Monthly theme with sessions 

related to specific topics, 
followed by open-ended Q&A 
with the EF instructors

• Specialized training each month 
such as the Women’s Assembly, 
First Responder Training and 
Executive Sessions 

• Harness the power of Echelon 
Front to analyze the challenge, 
develop a solution and 
implement

The Brigade is a discussion 
forum within the platform 
allowing leaders in every 
capacity from around the 
world to discuss leadership 
challenges and answers to 
your questions. 

• Engage in a leadership forum to 
discuss challenges and get 
solutions to problems

• Leverage the knowledge and 
experience of Echelon Front, as 
well as other leaders across 
industry fields

• Categorized for efficient use and 
reference

Quick-hitting video content 
released weekly – Leadership 
Primer, Question of the Week 
and weekly Immediate Action 
Drill.

• Leadership Primer – Guidance 
from Jocko and Leif to prime your 
mind for leadership. Simple clear 
and concise. 

• Question of the Week – Get 
solutions to the most commonalty 
asked questions. 

• Immediate Action Drill – Quick, 
effective leadership exercises 
with actionable steps to 
implement. 
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ACADEMY | EXTREME OWNERSHIP 101

25WWW.EXTREMEOWNERSHIP.COM

Foundation courses in longer-form video instruction from each chapter of Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy 
SEALS Lead and Win. Learn to apply the leadership lessons learned with each foundation course through role 
play demonstrations of what “right” and “wrong” looks like. Test your knowledge through application 
exercises and learning checks of the principles and how to apply them. 

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Identify the principles of effective leadership, i.e., what works and what doesn’t 
• Connect Extreme Ownership principles to your everyday leadership challenges at work and home 
• Self-assess and recognize areas where you need to improve 
• Apply the principles of Extreme Ownership with confidence to accomplish your mission and win

WHO SHOULD ENROLL: Extreme Ownership Academy is for leaders at every level, whether you are a senior executive, a frontline 
manager, or an individual contributor. If you interact with other humans in any capacity, you will learn how to lead, follow,
take ownership, build better relationships, solve problems, and perform better in every capacity. 

FORMAT: All Extreme Ownership Academy courses and Live sessions are available online. 

CERTIFICATE: A certificate of completion is available once you have demonstrated understanding and knowledge of the 
leadership principles through the application exercises and learning check questions for each of the 12 courses.



Read Chapter in Book Complete EF Online Module

WORKBOOK

Utilize Workbook

1. 2. 3. 

COURSE COMPONENTS 
PARTICIPANTS WILL COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING COURSE WORK FOR 
EACH OF THE 12 LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES. 

Email Templates

Discussion Guides Implementations Tools 
and Concepts

Team Lead 
Resource Binder

Dashboard to 
Track Participant 

Engagement

TEAM LEAD RESOURCE KIT
THE TEAM LEAD RESOURCE KIT WILL INCLUDE BOTH PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL 
RESOURCES FOR EXECUTION OF TRAINING ACROSS BOTH SMALL AND LARGE 
TEAMS. A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO INTRODUCING THE EXTREME OWNERSHIP 
PRINCIPLES WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION AND TEAM. 

26WWW.EXTREMEOWNERSHIP.COM
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“No matter where you are in the world, this is a powerful 
resource for LEADERS AT ANY LEVEL”
Paul Slade, CEO, CRM Teams South Africa

“EO Academy is my LEADERSHIP PERSONAL TRAINER. The 
immediate feedback and expert advice is a GAME 
CHANGER”
Sarah Armstrong, CFO, Mesa Technical Associates, Inc.

“Every single time these are hosted, more and more of 
my staff are exposed to vital contemporary topics and 
the principles and tools to work through them.  This is 
helping me shift our culture.”
Robert Strange

“EO Academy has been an opportunity to come up for 
air, REGAIN PERSPECTIVE and get concrete guidance…” -
Sonja Thoms, Senior Director of Operations, Nashville 
Symphony

“No matter how exhausting and frustrating the day is, 
every time I have participated in an EO Academy 
session, it's like getting a bucket of cold water. I’m awake 
and ready to get after it” 
Kevin König
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EXPERIENTAL TRAINING & 
EVENTS

• Field Training Exercise (FTX)
• Battlefield Review
• Extreme Ownership MUSTER
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OVERVIEW: The Echelon Front Field Training Exercise Program is a leadership training protocol that teaches, reviews, tests, and ingrains 
the leadership principles of Extreme Ownership utilizing experiential learning, dynamic feedback, and a carefully formulated 
methodology. Attendees are first taught leadership principles, then the basic strategies, tactics, and techniques suitable for the 
training environment. Once prepared, participants are formed into teams, assigned leadership positions, and tasked with a mission. 
Attendees plan and execute the mission, where they will face leadership challenges that they must overcome utilizing the 
fundamental principles of leadership, including the four Laws of Combat, Extreme Ownership, and the Dichotomies of Leadership. 
Detailed debriefs after each training mission will help participants make direct connections from the leadership lessons they are 
learning to actual leadership challenges they are working through in their professional and personal lives. After the debrief, instructors 
select new leaders for the team and assign another mission. All participants have the opportunity to both lead and follow while 
rotating through various positions of the team. FTX is not a gunfighting or tactical warfighting course. It is a leadership course. The 
leadership principles imbued in the attendees apply to any leader in any situation, in business, and in life.

RESULTS: Hands-on experience implementing the Laws of Combat in high-stress situations. Increased speed of decisions and actions. 
Increased ownership of problems and solutions.

FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE (FTX)
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FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE (FTX) |

TIME TOPIC

0800 – 1000 Intro to Extreme Ownership

1200 – 1300 LUNCH

1615 – 1645 Mission Tasking: 
• Mission planning overview
• Mission tasking for following day of training

1300 – 1415 Laws of Combat in Action: 
• Team-based, experiential training to see the 

direct application of the Laws of Combat

1015 – 1200 Morning breakout sessions: 
• Application of EO principles

1430 – 1600 Balance Assessment: 
• Participants use self-assessment tool to identify 

where they are off as leaders and find specific 
actions to help them bag back to balance

TIME TOPIC

0800 – 0830 Safety brief and Introduction

FTX Scenarios

• Rapidly execute time-sensitive target 
missions

 20-minute mission planning

 20-minute operation

 20-minute debrief

• Each participant will operate in both 
leadership and individual contributor roles

1000 – 1530

Tactics and Walkthroughs

• Weapon familiarization

• Basic gunfighting and troop movement 
tactics (Laser, Airsoft or Paintball Guns)

• Mission rehearsals

0830 – 1000

1530 - 1600 Wrap up / Final takeaways

DAY ONE | CLASSROOM DAY TWO | FIELD

AGENDA SAMPLE - 2-Day Program 
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FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE (FTX)
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“The FTX far exceeded my expectations. You're 
basically placed into an educational pressure cooker. 
You learn so much in such a short period of time.” 
Brandon Browning

“FTX 001 was the best leadership training I have ever 
received; it was a high stress, real world environment, 
that forced me to use the 4 laws of combat to 
succeed. The EF Team was able to illustrate in real 
time the importance of leadership and how the 
execution of the 4 laws of combat is imperative to 
success in business, but more importantly success in 
day-to-day life.”
Guinness McFadden

“No testimonial will ever come close to explaining the 
impact this FTX had on my team of subordinate 
leaders and myself. This was a career/life changing 
experience.”
Gary Bright, Swinerton Builders
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BATTLEFIELD REVIEW

OVERVIEW: The military has long utilized battlefield reviews, 
commonly referred to as ‘Staff Rides,’ as a means to develop 
their leaders. Staff rides are a unique method of conveying 
the lesson of the past to present-day leaders, both military 
and private sector, for current application. EF Battlefield 
Review is a two-day tour of a historical battlefield. Participants 
walk through key successive battlefield locations (known as 
“stands”) where they receive an overview of the historical 
situation by a subject matter expert. The EF Team will then 
facilitate a discussion regarding the leadership theme related 
to current business challenges and implement practical 
application exercises to help participants understand how to 
implement the leadership principles on their own battlefield—
limited to 35 participants. 

RESULTS: The experience is intended to bring to life, on the very 
terrain where historic encounters took place, examples, 
applicable today as in the past, of leadership tactics and 
strategy, communications, use of terrain, and, above all, the 
psychology of all people, in battle, business, and life.
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BATTLEFIELD REVIEW
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“This course has absolutely changed my life. The leadership lessons 
shared by Jocko, Leif, Jason, and Steve overlapped perfectly with 
the lessons-learned at Gettysburg. The applications to personal and 
professional life can’t be overstated.” 
Ross S. Muir

“EF Battlefield is a powerful, unprecedented experience for anyone 
who is a leader. Learning about leadership on the hallowed ground 
of Gettysburg has an impact that goes beyond the time spent. I 
feel the weight of all I learned growing larger every day as I 
process it and review the lessons.”
Anthony Kubat MA, Michigan Pathology Specialists

“One of the coolest experiences of my life!”
Paige Ball

“The Battlefield Review is a truly humbling event. Learning about 
the overwhelming leadership dilemmas faced by the commanders 
put a lot into perspective for me as a husband, father, and leader 
at work. I left this experience with a clear way forward”
David Beltz, Red Hat
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LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE| Extreme Ownership MUSTER

OVERVIEW: The Muster is a two-day PREMIER LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE that teaches 
pragmatic leadership tactics and strategies to all levels of leadership in every field. 
Jocko Willink, Leif Babin, and the Echelon Front Team teach combat leadership 
techniques and how to apply these principles in business and life. Even more profound 
are the opportunities to engage with other highly motivated individuals and leaders in 
EVERY capacity.

The Muster dives deep into  Extreme Ownership leadership principles and provides clarity 
on specific steps that leaders must implement in their world, business and live. The EF 
Team provides tactics, techniques, and procedures to overcome leadership challenges 
that occur in every industry and within every team. 

At the Muster, leaders learn that they must own everything in their world - everything 
that impacts their mission. Muster provides leaders the tools and the mindsets to identify 
problems, take ownership of them, find solutions, and get those solutions implemented, 
enabling your entire organization to LEAD AND WIN. 
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“After sending 15 of my leaders to the Extreme Ownership MUSTER, EVERY area of 
our business has improved, from top line growth down to the overall cleanliness of 
our bathrooms”. 
Chris Cavallini, CEO | NUTRITION SOLUTIONS 

“In my 20-year career, this was the best, most organized and overall effective 
leadership conference I have ever attended” 
Harvey Berman | Director of Strategic Business Development | KONTRON 

“One of the best leadership experiences, training and tools out there today. It 
transcends every industry and every job position or title. It takes away every 
excuse that people try to use for why they are not executing. My team has come 
back and immediately started making significant impacts with their people and 
how they lead!” 
John Laskowsky, CEO | C&M CORPORATION 

“Extreme Ownership Muster is without question the #1 leadership gathering 
available in the marketplace. Sending our people (20+) to the Muster has had an 
exponential impact on our business in terms of team morale, our ability to scale, 
and employee performance. The leadership principles discussed at the Muster 
directly correlate to leadership situations encountered in the business world 
everyday, and the Muster will arm your staff with the tools they need to lead and 
win!” 
Zach Young | Chief Operating Officer | KAST CONSTRUCTION 

“Muster is transformational. I was challenged as a leader to be better at work and 
home. It can benefit any leader, at any level, from any organization.” 
Chris Perez | Officer | CHANDLER POLICE DEPARTMENT 

“Get to the MUSTER. Period. I found the Extreme Ownership MUSTER more 
applicable and enlightening than any leadership training I’ve ever attended.” 
Joy Milkowsky | Chief Marketing Officer | DATA FILE TECHNOLOGIES

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE| Extreme Ownership MUSTER
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
• Case Studies
• Echelon Front Team Bios
• Additional Resources - Videos and Books
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CASE STUDIES
Stories of Impact
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ECHELON FRONT APPROACH
• EF Leadership Instructors conducted a 

7-month engagement comprised of 2-day 
kick-off, 2-day FTX and monthly visits to train 
principles and build the leadership 
development program

• EF Instructors worked directly with their 
leadership team and organization through:

• Live problem solving and direct 
application to prioritized leadership gaps 
identified during assessment phase

• Role play and practice in applying 
principle in conversations and actions

• 90-minute all-hands meetings during each 
visit, reinforcing principles and allowing 
the majority of employees to get exposure 
and practice apply principles

• Formalized debrief process, keeping it simple. 
“What went well? What do we need to 
improve? What should we change right 
now?”

CLIENT SITUATION

• Client description 
• Our client was 320-person Information 

Technology Research & Development 
Organization. Majority of the employees have 
advanced degrees in Science and Technology

• Challenges
• Senior, intelligent engineers unable to work 

across silos and self-assess

• Negative perception of leadership and lack 
of communication from Senior Leadership 
Team

• A lot of ‘ad hoc’-ness, lack of discipline and 
processes to improve

• Objectives
• Develop a sustainable, leadership 

development program administered by lab 
employees

• Train senior leadership team on how to 
implement EO principles daily

CLIENT IMPACT

• For the first time, was recognized by parent 
organization as “World-class Place to Work” 
based on annual employee engagement 
surveys

• Surveys focused on Engagement, Satisfaction, 
Communication, and Inclusion – outperformed 
their 6 peer organizations by over 2 standard 
deviations from the mean. Went from slightly 
above average to the very top when 
compared to peers

• Achieved significant drop in year-over-year 
‘bad’ attrition – exit interviews from period prior 
to LDAP all indicated dissatisfaction with work 
environment, exit interviews after the Extreme 
Ownership culture change program mention 
different reasons

+5%
OVERALL INCREASE ACROSS 

EMPLOYEE SURVEYS

82%
“BAD” ATTRITION

98th
PERCENTILE EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT SCORE

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION – CULTURE CHANGE
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ECHELON FRONT APPROACH
• EF Instructors conducted a 9-month LDAP  

comprised of a 2-day kick-off, quarterly 1-
day workshops, monthly phone calls

• Worked directly with the production 
manager on how to lead his department:

• Started with multiple 1-on-1s to give 
brutally honest feedback on his lack of 
ownership

• Focused on “Cover and Move” to 
increase teamwork with pipeline vendors 
and “Decentralized Command” to give 
his team more individual ownership of 
solutions to problems – explained the 
“why” to his team and made a direct 
connection of their output to company 
success

• Culminated with 2-day Field Training Exercise 
to reinforce Extreme Ownership Leadership 
principles and further develop trust between 
department leaders

CLIENT SITUATION

• Client description
• Our client was an oil exploration and production 

company that also is responsible for gathering, 
transportation, treating and processing services 

• Challenges
• 20% over budget, 4 weeks behind schedule, 

and equipment was not working

• Machine downtime was at a staggering 12% 
for 3 quarters in a row, costing millions of 
dollars in revenue

• There was a culture of casting blame, making 
excuses both internally and externally with 
vendors

• Objectives
• Instill a mindset of Extreme Ownership

• Reduce machine downtime by 30%

CLIENT IMPACT

• Cut machine downtime in half, from 12% to 6%, 
resulting in an additional $50-60k in revenue per 
day, ~$18m annually

• Production manager experienced a significant 
mindset shift: “I started to look at my job as 
‘decentralized command’, creating a network 
of people that knew how to make decisions.  
After explaining the primary objective, people 
knew the goal, they were intelligent, they knew 
their boundaries and would go out and 
execute”

• Production team could move from a ‘blank 
pad’ to moving oil in 14 days, an operation 
that historically took the team 2 -3  times as 
long

“When Echelon Front showed up, my people were 
broken, didn’t care, missing maintenance, and 
taking their time. When they left, 9 months later, 
my people were happy, upbeat, and excited to 

work here.“  -CEO

OIL EXPLORATION COMPANY – PRODUCTION TURNAROUND

+$18m
REVENUE

50%
MACHINE 

DOWNTIME

3x
FASTER SET UP
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ECHELON FRONT APPROACH
• EF Leadership Instructors conducted a 

12-month engagement comprised of 2-day 
kick-off and quarterly 1-day workshops

• EF Instructors worked directly with their 
primary management team through:

• Four on-site visits to conduct instructor-led 
training

• Weekly conference calls to follow up on 
implementation and adjust approach as 
needed for client-specific interventions

• Utilized the EO workbook to reinforce the 
principles and provide additional 
repetitions for leadership skill 
development 

• EF worked with management team to 
simplify org chart and compensation bonus 
plans and communicate the “why” 

CLIENT SITUATION

• Client description
Our client was a subsidiary of healthcare service 
company that offers alternative choices for 
families with a death in the family. Current 
leadership took control 3 years prior to their 
engagement with EF

• Challenges
• -8% net operating loss after two years of 

stagnant sales growth

• Employees at all levels were not executing 
quickly enough 

• Sales force was fully reliant on leads 
generated by the company’s marketing 
function

• Objectives
• Breakdown silos across the organization

• 3% net operating profit

• Build an ownership mindset at every level of 
the organization

CLIENT IMPACT

• 25% increase in revenue while nearly doubling 
contracts from 3,500 to 6,500

• Cost of sales dropped 40% as sales force 
began self-generating instead of using 
company purchased and provided leads 

• 15% net operating profit

“When you’re not taking ownership for results in 
your organization, you have to find someone to 
blame it on. Echelon Front became our excuse 
eraser.” 

“Our parent company asked what we were doing. 
And we responded that we were building a 

culture of ownership with no excuses.  EF is now 
engaging with our parent company!”                        

- CEO

HEALTHCARE SERVICES – RETURN TO PROFITABILITY 

+25%
REVENUE

+15%
NET OPERATING 

PROFIT

40%
COST OF SALES
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JOCKO WILLINK LEIF BABIN JAMIE COCHRAN

OUR TEAM

CEO, Co-Founder of Echelon Front, Best-
selling Author and Host of the Jocko 

Podcast. Retired U.S. Navy SEAL.

President, Co-Founder of Echelon Front, 
and Best-selling Author. Former U.S. Navy 

SEAL.

COO and 
Leadership Instructor. 
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JP DINNELL DAVE BERKE
Director of Experiential Training Programs 
(FTX), and Senior Leadership Instructor. 

Former U.S. Navy SEAL.

Director of Leadership Development and 
Alignment Programs (LDAP) and Senior 
Leadership Instructor. Former TOPGUN 

Instructor and Forward Air Controller. Retired 
US Marine.

JASON GARDNER
Program Director for the EF Council, First 

Responder Training support and 
Leadership Instructor. 

Retired U.S. Navy SEAL.
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CODEY GANDYSTEVE WARD ANDREW PAUL
Program Director for EF Battlefield 

Reviews, LDAP Support Instructor, and 
Leadership Instructor.
Retired U.S. Navy SEAL. 

Chief of Staff at Echelon Front and 
Leadership Instructor. 
Former U.S. Navy SEAL.

FTX Program Manager, Leadership 
Instructor and Law Enforcement Training 

Coordinator. Former US Marine.

OUR TEAM
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CARLOS MENDEZ MEG MILLER
Leadership Instructor 

Former U.S. Navy SEAL. 
Leadership Development Manager and 

Leadership Instructor. 

CORDELL BENNIGSON
Strategic Partner. Harvard Business School 

Graduate. Private Equity CEO,
former Marine Corps pilot and

Forward Air Controller.

OUR TEAM



JENN TARANTINO – OPERATIONS MANAGER

LYNN ORTEGA – BUSINESS MANAGER

JACK DANIEL HILL – CLIENT SERVICES MANAGER

KATY SEWELL – HR MANAGER

ELIZABETH EVANS – OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

MEGHAN MILLER – PROJECT MANAGER

BEN DUFF – WEB DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

CJ JOHNSON – LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS MANAGER

LINDI HORTON – DATA ANALYST

NATE HOPKINS – DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER

NOAH ANDERSON – CONTENT CREATOR

LINLEY PUSATERI – CONTENT DESIGNER

ANDREA SCHLIEMANN – EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

SARAH EMORY– EO ACADEMY SUPPORT TEAM LEAD 

ECHELON FRONT OPERATIONS TEAM
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ECHELON FRONT LEADERSHIP BOOKS:

Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win
By: Jocko Willink and Leif Babin

Dichotomy of Leadership
By: Jocko Willink and Leif Babin

Leadership Strategy and Tactics
By: Jocko Willink

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:

Discipline Equals Freedom
By: Jocko Willink | Graphics By: Echo Charles

The Code. The Evaluation. The Protocols. 
By: Jocko Willink, Dave Berke and Sarah Armstrong

KIDS BOOKS:

Warrior Kid Series (Books 1-4)
By: Jocko Willink | Art By: Jon Bozak 

Mikey and the Dragons
By: Jocko Willink | Art By: Jon Bozak 
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GENERAL INQUIRIES
LYNN ORTEGA

LYNN@ECHELONFRONT.COM

SERVICES
JACK DANIEL HILL

JACK@ECHELONFRONT.COM

MERCHANDISE
JENNIFER TARANTINO

JENN@ECHELONFRONT.COM
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WWW.ECHELONFRONT.COM
LEARN MORE


